INVACARE
BARIATRIC PRODUCTS
The commitment to serve the unique needs
of bariatric patients

INVACARE
BARIATRIC PRODUCTS
As Invacare cares about every patient, a bariatric range has been
developed to help people whose weight and height require the use of
a bariatric model live better. These products and other carefully selected
products among our products ranges provide high quality and comfort.
They also demonstrate our commitment to this product category.

Invacare

®

Scooters

Comet family
®

Rugged, robust and reliable:
The Invacare® Comet ® family is packed with features
that enable a safe, fast and enjoyable drive. Reliability remains the hallmark of these secure and speedy
scooters. Whether stocking up at the supermarket or
challenging its outdoor performance, you can rely on
the Comet family to get you where you want to go,
quickly, in comfort and with peace of mind. By combining rugged outdoor capabilities with ergonomics and
good looks, the Invacare Comet family is a stellar
solution for your transportation needs.

Up t

o

220

kg

Up t

160

o

kg

Invacare® Comet®

Invacare

®

Up t

160

o

kg

Invacare® Comet® Alpine

Comet

®

HD

Well-proportioned, comfortable and supporting:
The Invacare® Comet ® HD is ideal for users weighing between
150 kg to 220 kg. Packed with safety features, this powerful scooter will take you to your destination in the most direct and secure
way. The large contoured extra padded seat together with four
individual adjustable suspension units ensures an exceptional
driving experience.

Invacare

®

Storm 4 Max
®

Much more than just a larger power chair!

Up t

150

o

kg

The new stylish Invacare® Storm®4 Max is designed
specifically for the needs of clients with a larger
bodyshape. Its longer chassis supports the shifted
centre of bodymass for improved weight distribution
and swift mobility. Extra strong arm- and legrest
support the clients needs to push themselves back
to re-position or do some type of pressure relief. The
G-Trac® option is also available, realizing the ultimate
driving performance and traction control.

Up t

180
Invacare

®

o

kg

TDX SP
®

Invacare

®

G50

Get more than mobility

Enjoy the outdoor experience

The new Invacare® TDX® SP is a high-performance
power chair for those that want to get the maximum
out of their wheelchair. The TDX SP features Centre
Wheel Drive technology for outstanding manoeuvrability.
Active customers will appreciate the Stability Lock
function which offers maximum stability and safety
on uneven terrain and SureStep®, for smooth travel
over obstacles. Thanks to sophisticated engineering,
robust construction, powerful motors and drive mode,
the TDX SP is ideal for bariatric use and can upload a
weight of up to 180 kg.

The Invacare® G50 provides excellent outdoor mobility
for the active user, good manoeuvrability, grip and a
large range, combined with good suspension and a
large choice of adjustable seat types. G50 can upload a
weight of up to 150 kg.

Up t

220

o

kg

Alber

viamobil

Powered wheelchairs

®

The comfortable push and brake aid for
wheelchairs
The Alber viamobil is the high-performance push and
brake aid for wheelchairs that sets standards in power
and versatility. Uphill and downhill slopes of up to
18% are thus simply and safely managed without great
exertion on the part of the operator. The powerful motor
of the viamobil is strong enough to push wheelchair
users with a bodyweight of up to 160 kg. viamobil fits
almost any wheelchair and is not only simple to operate,
but thanks to its patented safety switch also makes
walking with the wheelchair considerably safer.
®

160

o

kg
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Invacare

®

Alber

e-fix

®

®

Small, light and swift
The Alber e-fix was designed to combine the benefits of
a power and manual wheelchair for indoor and outdoor
use. Any person using a manual wheelchair will draw
benefits of this unique “two in one” mobility concept.
The e-fix components can be dismantled within
seconds. The small and handy components are easy
to transport everywhere. The wheel integrated motors
and overall discreet design make the e-fix an active
lifestyle mobility device for users with a bodyweight
of up to 160 kg.
®

Kite HD

The freedom to be… the power to do
Invacare® Kite® is an outdoor-indoor power wheelchair
built to incorporate Invacare’s latest wheelbase
technology. The Kite comes with a host of advanced
technology extras; this power chair is truly modular
and can be precisely configured to user needs. Choose
from a selection of options, e.g. large batteries for
increased range or a heavy-duty power pack including
4-pole motors and 90A power module for heavier users
up to 160 kg.

Invacare

®

Invacare® Rea® Focus® 150

Heavy Duty BenNG

Simple, practical and modular
The Invacare® Heavy Duty BenNG combines a
reliable and proven construction with a modular
concept that will allow you to change the propulsion
type within a few minutes.
The lightweight frame, backrest and legrests fold away
easily to make the chair very compact for storage or
transportation. The heavy duty version is ideal for
people weighing up to 160 kg, in both self-propulsion
and transit versions.

Up t

180

o

Up t

kg

160

Invacare

®

XLT Max

Stability, rigidity and mobility: Be active!
The new Invacare XLT Max is a bariatric, rigid active
wheelchair ideal for day-to-day use. Built with a
titanium frame, it is designed to upload a user weight
of maximum 180 kg with seat width possibilities of up
to 600 mm. The XLT Max offers users various levels
of support thus enabling greater mobility. Its light
weight allows freedom and flexibility for a more active
lifestyle.

Up t

150

o

kg

®

Invacare® XLT Max

Invacare Rea
®

®

Focus 150
®

Versatility and comfort
The Rea® Focus® 150 has rigid seat base providing
excellent ‘upright’ postural support, combined with a
broad range of body supports. The semi-rigid chassis
has a folded brace construction facilitating smooth,
effortless motion with negligible wheeling resistance.
With state-of-the-art technology and a modular design
highly compatible with other Rea models, the Focus
150 is very easy to maintain. Approved for a maximum
weight of 150 kg, it is a wider version of the Focus
High model that boasts extra high height range and
seat depth, and is designed for the taller user.

o

kg

Invacare Rea
®

®

Manual wheelchairs

Azalea Max
®

A tailor-made solution
The Rea® Azalea® Max is a new passive (with tilt and
recline) manual wheelchair for bariatric users. The
Azalea Max is designed to meet the specific needs
of disabled users with extra weight. The Rea Azalea
Max is a complementary addition to the existing Azalea
family from Invacare®. Thanks to the introduction of
Azalea Max, dealers seeking a truly complete range
of passive wheelchairs need look no further.

Up t
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o

kg
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o
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Invacare

®

Topaz

Strength and comfort
The Invacare® Topaz wheelchair is designed specifically
to suit the unique needs of bariatric patients. The
Topaz combines the strength and durability of a carbon
steel frame with the comfort of bariatric front riggings
and arms for proper positioning. With a variety of
seat widths and depths, frame reinforcements that
include gusseted sides, caster bearing blocks and dual
bariatric crossbraces, this chair provides not only ease
in manoeuvrability but stability that will be trusted for
years to come.

Invacare® Rea® Azalea® Max

Invacare® Action®4NG HD

Invacare

®

Action 4 NG HD
®

Where stability meets style!
A comfortable, foldable, lightweight wheelchair, the
Invacare® Action®4NG HD is ideally suited for everyday
use and is designed to upload a user weight of maximum
160 kg. A key feature of this next-generation model is
the innovative Invacare hallmark of cross-compatibility;
a shared platform with other models in the ActionNG
family as well as other wheelchairs in our range means
that users and advisors can easily update or refurbish
their wheelchairs and enjoy maximum opportunities
for modularity and personalised adjustment.

Up t

160

Manual wheelchairs

o

kg

Invacare

®

Up t

227

o

kg

Backrests

Matrx Heavy Duty PB Back

The Invacare® Matrx Heavy Duty PB back is designed
to offer comfortable support and positioning for
bariatric users. The back is designed with 12.5cm of
lateral contour for midline support .The Heavy Duty
Easy Set hardware provides 40° of angle, and 10cm
of depth adjustment, and is quick release for ease of
removal and portability of the backrest. The maximum
weight limit is 227kg, widths are available from 51cm
to 76cm, in 41cm and 51cm heights.

Up t

227

o

kg

13 cm

Invacare

®

Invacare® Matrx Heavy
Duty Deep PB Back

Matrx Heavy Duty PB
Deep Back

The Invacare® Matrx Heavy Duty Deep PB Back offers
all of the features of the standard Heavy Duty PB
back, as well as 17.5cm of lateral contour for bariatric
users requiring a greater degree of midline support and
correction. The maximum weight limit is 227kg, widths
are available from 51cm to 76cm in 41cm and 51cm
heights.

18 cm

Cushions

Invacare

®

Matrx Flo-tech Contour
®

Up t

Designed for comfort and improved
posture
The surface of the Invacare® Matrx Flo-tech® Contour
cushion is contoured into sections. This unique design
improves posture and increases the support surface
area, effectively dissipating weight away from specific
pressure points. The combination of improved posture
and increased support surface area will contribute
significantly to pressure ulcer prevention. This deep
cushion is suitable for bariatric users weighing
maximum 191 kg and is available in seat widths up to
600 mm.

Up t

191

Invacare

o

kg

o

kg

Up t

191
®

191

Matrx Flo-tech Plus
®

Deep contoured cushion with gel sac
The Invacare® Matrx Flo-tech® Plus cushion
incorporates a gel sac which is located towards the
rear of the cushion. The positioning of the gel sac
accommodates the ischial tuberosities, helping to
significantly reduce pressure in this vulnerable area.
This delivers superior levels of protection for those
patients identified as being at High Risk of developing
pressure ulcers.
Matrx Flo-tech Plus allows a maximum user weight
of 191 kg and is available in seat widths up to 600 mm.

o

kg

Invacare

®

Matrx Flo-tech Deep Solution
®

Slimline cushion with unique dual gel
sac system
The Invacare® Matrx Flo-tech® Deep Solution cushion
uses a combination of a 100 mm, shaped foam cushion
base and a dual layer of gel sacs over the ischial and
sacral area. The dual gel sacs and the unique moulded
foam shape of the solution increases the support
surface area. This delivers a superior level of protection
for those patients identified as being at Very High Risk
of developing pressure ulcers, or for those with already
established tissue damage. Matrx Flo-tech Deep
Solution allows a maximum user weight of 191 kg and
is available in 12 sizes up to 600 mm.

Invacare

®

* Patent Pending

o

247

Static dynamic antidecubitus mattress
The unique* design of the Invacare® Softform Premier
Active 2 features an alternating air insert beneath
the castellated foam insert of the Softform Premier
mattress. The mattress retains its properties as a
high risk static mattress, but should a patient require
stepping up to a dynamic surface, then a discreet pump
can be fitted to the air insert, transforming the
mattress into an alternating surface delivering additional
levels of pressure relief. There is no requirement to
move the patient, thereby minimising any discomfort.

kg

Up t

247
Invacare

®

o

kg

Softform Premier MaxiGlide

A high risk mattress designed to help
prevent the build up of shear and friction
The Invacare Softform Premier MaxiGlide is the
latest Invacare mattress to incorporate the patented
«Glide» mechanism. The MaxiGlide provides the user
with exceptional pressure reduction and high levels of
comfort and support, while uniquely conforming to the
profile of an electric ward bed, thereby significantly
reducing the risk of shear and friction forces.

Invacare

®

®

Up t

247

Mattresses

Up t

Softform Premier Active 2

Softform Premier

Pressure reducing static mattress
The Invacare® Softform Premier is a high specification
Antidecubitus mattress designed to meet the demands
of the modern ward environment. Practical and durable,
this mattress delivers exceptional levels of comfort and
pressure reduction.

o

kg

Invacare

®

Up t

247

o

kg

Softform Premier Visco

Pressure reducing visco elastic mattress
The Invacare® Softform Premier Visco is an antidecubitus mattress featuring a deep visco insert pad,
which is high-density and temperature-sensitive to the
body, allowing it to conform to the user’s shape. This
affords exceptional comfort and facilitates pressure
reduction by minimising peak pressures.

Beds

Invacare

®

Optimal positioning and ease of
application

Up t

200

o

kg
Up t

350

o

kg

Invacare

®

Octave

®

Setting new standards…

Invacare

®

SB 755 Wide
®

Taller, wider, bigger…
The popular Invacare® SB® 755 is now available in
wider variants of 1050 mm and 1200 mm, providing
even more comfort for taller or bigger clients (weights
of 200 kg). These wider models provide extra space
and comfort for larger clients and plenty of room to
turn. The SB 755 Wide has been engineered with an
improved auto regression system to offer total comfort.
The bed also provides an optimal seating position and is
designed to reduce shear and friction. The SB 755 Wide
is attractive and modern; the streamlined design will
blend harmoniously into any homecare or institutional
environment. The entire SB 755 family complies with
the requirements of the IEC 60601-2-52.

Slings

With a maximum user weight of 350 kg, the Invacare®
Octave® is a state-of-the-art profiling carebed solution
that assists in the care and comfort of bariatric clients.
With a fully electrical 4-sectioned mattress support as
standard, the Octave provides optimal comfort and
support to the user. The Octave provides an ideal
working environment for the carer. The construction
of the mattress platform allows easier access to the
client. The bed ends can be detached independently
of the side rails for quick and easy access to both head
and feet. The Octave complies with the requirements
of the IEC 60601-2-52.

Invacare® Octave®

Invacare®’s range of slings provides a safe and
comfortable transfer solution for many types of
physical disability. These high quality slings have been
developed with the collaboration of Occupational and
Physiotherapists, to ensure optimal fit and support
for the user and ease of application for the carer. The
slings are available in five sizes and with the option
of differing fabrics. Adjustments enable the slings
to meet the specific needs of the individual. A green
label on the back of all Invacare slings illustrates how
to position the sling according to spine of the patient.
All XL sling models allow a maximum user weight of
250 kg.

Up t

250

o

kg

Invacare

®

Roze

Safe patient handling

Versatile and safe: an ideal solution for
long-term care facilities

Up t

200

o

kg

Invacare

®

Robin

®

A move towards perfect balance and
comfort
The Invacare® Robin® ceiling hoist provides the most
innovative way of transfer with care for nursing staff.
Ensuring excellent personal contact, the two strap
design offers comfort and efficiency in a safe patient
handling environment. Without the need for a spreader
bar, a secure and dignified transfer of users weighing
up to 200 kg can be achieved.

Invacare

®

I-Transia

Low complexity and easy installation

The Invacare® Roze Stand Assist Lift is the ideal
solution for patients who require help in standing up
or in transfers from one location to another. With the
ability to handle up to 200 kg, Roze perfectly fits the
requirements for a lift system for everyday use. As well
as delivering safe user handling, it also reduces the
burden of lifting from the caregiver. Of particular note is
the wide-opening base,
which together with a
removable footplate and
an intelligent control box
makes it easy for any
caregiver to accomplish
transfers, quickly and
safely, on a daily basis.

Up t

200

o

kg

Up t

200

o

kg

Invacare

®

Up t

250

o

kg

The Invacare® I-Transia is the superbly designed ceiling hoist that is perfect for home
care and long-term care users. It fully meets the wide range of day-to-day lifting needs
encountered in private homes and care homes, enabling carers to lift and move users
without risking back strain. The discreet, classic design can be combined with a
freestanding system, room covering system or a single-track system. It holds up to
205kg or 250kg, depending on hoist version. Whether for a room covering or a singletrack
system, the I-Transia is ordered as a kit, which has everything you need. It requires no
configuration, which is normally the case when ordering a ceiling hoist system.

Jasmine

Flexibility and comfort: an ideal solution
for long-term care facilities
The Invacare® Jasmine Mobile Lift is a flexible solution
that offers high comfort for all users. The lift covers all
needs, providing safe patient handling with up to 200
kg weight capacity. With its expansive, wide-opening
base and high lifting mechanism, Jasmine makes life
easy for caregivers operating this new Invacare lift
system. The control box with diagnostic system is an
intelligent service monitoring system that enables a
safe operating environment for the caregiver, whilst
allowing maximum comfort for the patient during each
transfer.

Invacare

®

Up t

170

o

Marina and Marina XL

The Invacare® Marina is an attractively designed
bathtub board with a non-slip seat surface and hand grip
that provides additional safety. Its shower head holder
on both sides makes it comfortable and its adjustment
elements are very convenient.

kg
Up t

150

Invacare Aquatec
®

®

Orca XL

Take a bath safely with the Invacare® Aquatec®
Orca XL bath lift – easily and at the push of a button.
The stable, robust frame with reinforced scissors and
base plate provides absolute safety for users weighing
up to 170 kg. The high backrest with contoured
neckrest is particularly comfortable.

o

kg

Up t

200

o

kg

Invacare® Marina

Invacare Aquatec
®

Up t

150

o

kg

®

Pico 3 in 1

Invacare® Aquatec® Pico 3 en 1

The Invacare® Aquatec® Pico 3 in 1 is a stationary,
height adjustable multifunctional shower chair. It can
be used as a commode. This corrosion free shower
commode chair is easy to handle thanks to its toilet pan
that can be removed from all four sides. A Universal
Softseat is available to close the recess. The seat height
is adjustable in 6 steps from 425 to 575 mm for a
better comfort and it can upload a maximum weight of
160 kg.

Up t

160

Invacare Aquatec
®

®

o

kg

Step

The Invacare® Aquatec® Step is a bath step with a nonslip stable frame and feet with non-slip rubber caps for
additional safety. Its cover is removable and Step is
machine-washable for a better hygiene. It can upload
a maximum weight of 150 kg.

Invacare® Aquatec® Pico
Invacare Aquatec
®

®

Pico

The Invacare® Aquatec® Pico is a modular shower
chair with four configurations. Pico can adapt every
user thanks to its height-adjustable legs and its twomounting options for the backrest. Its rubber feet and
its textures surface provide a safe sitting and a secure
stand.

Hygiene
Up t

160

o

kg

Invacare® Aquatec® Ocean

Invacare Aquatec
®

Ocean Dual Vip

The Invacare® Aquatec® Ocean Dual Vip shower chair
provides high comfort thanks to two additional stainless
steel gas springs that lower the backrest (recline angle
10° - 50°). Both the backrest and the seat tilt can be
individually adapted. The Ocean Dual Vip remains
stable even at its maximum tilt angle.

Up t

150

®

o

kg

Invacare Aquatec
®

®

Ocean Vip

The Invacare® Aquatec® Ocean Vip shower chair can
perfectly adapt every user thanks to a seat tilt that can
be individually adjusted (tilt angle 0° - 35°) and adjustable
seat height and backrest. Ocean Vip provides a very
comfortable ergonomically contoured seat and remains
extremely stable even at its maximum tilt angle

Invacare Aquatec
®

®

Up t

150

Ocean E-Vip

Ocean E-Vip’s seat height can be steplessly adjusted
between 500 and 1050 mm electrically and its seat tilt
can be electrically tilted forwards and backwards (tilt
angle -5° to 35°) for an easy and optimal adaptability
to the user requirements. Particularly stable even at
maximum tilt angle and maximum seat height Ocean
E-Vip provides a high level of safety. Its clearly laid
out hand control with 4 buttons provides a simple
adjustment of the seat height and seat tilt. Its sealed
electronic components make it ideal for use in
shower.

Up t

150

o

kg

o

kg

Invacare Aquatec
®

®

Hygiene

Ocean XL

The Invacare® Aquatec® Ocean XL is an ergonomic
shower chair that offers safety thanks to its stable,
stainless steel frame and its fold-away, textured
footplates with heel loops. The seat, the backrest, the
armrests and footrests can all be adjusted to the user’s
height. Ocean XL allows simple transfer thanks to its
swing-away and detachable footrests.

Up t

180

o

kg

Up t

180

o

kg

Up t

180
Invacare Aquatec
®

®

Invacare

Ocean series

®

The Invacare® Aquatec® Ocean series of shower
commode chairs offers the right model for all demands.
All models can be retrofitted with 24” wheels and/or to
the XL version with castors. The XL version provides
more space between the armrests.

Up t

150

o

kg

o

kg

I-Fit 9781E / 9780E

The Invacare® I-Fit 9781E is a shower chair with a height
adjustable from 380 mm to 550 mm, a removable
backrest and an ergonomic shaped seat with backrest
for extra comfort. It is easy to clean and to transport
thanks to its light weight. The Invacare® I-Fit 9780E is
the shower stool version of the I-Fit 97 81 E. They can
both upload a maximum weight of 180 kg.

Invacare

®

Up t

150

o

kg

Big 150

The Invacare® Big 150 is a sturdy
crutch with weight capacity for users
up to 150 kg. The 1080 mm crutch
can be cut to fit any user. The Big 150
provides adjustable arm support.

Up t

150

Invacare® Aquatec® 90
Invacare Aquatec
®

®

kg

90

The Invacare® Aquatec® 90 is a toilet seat raiser that
raises the toilet seat by 100 mm. It is safely attached
to the toilet with two side clamps and provides large
turning knobs for quick attachment and detachment.
Its particularly high load capacity of 225 kg makes it
ideal for bariatric patients.

Invacare Dolomite
®

®

Up t

225

o

kg

Step Up

The rehab optimizer

Invacare Aquatec

Hygiene

o

®

90000

The Invacare® Aquatec® 90000 is a toilet seat raiser
that displays three different seat heights: 20 mm,
60 mm or 100 mm. Swing-away, ergonomic armrests
for additional support when sitting down and standing
up make it safe for users with a bodyweight of up to
150 kg. It is easy to use thanks to its innovative clip
system – the lid and the toilet seat can be removed
from the base without any tools.

Invacare® Dolomite Step Up is a modern platform
walker which maximizes gait training techniques for
rehabilitation purposes. The Step Up is designed to
offer support and confidence to get users walking
again following surgery, recovering from an injury or
with longer term walking problems. Available with
a manual, hydraulic or electrical height adjustment
system, the Invacare Dolomite Step Up can be
equipped with several rehabilitation accessories and
is suited for users with a body weight of up to 150 kg.

Up t

150

o

kg

Walking aids
Up t

150

o

kg
Up t

200

o

Up t

kg

150
Invacare Dolomite
®

o

kg

Jazz

Linking style with function
Invacare Dolomite
®

Invacare Dolomite
®

Futura

Maxi Plus

The universal rollator

Stronger and smarter

Invacare® Dolomite Futura has been developed to be
able to satisfy the needs of the vast majority of people
who use walkers for operational adaptability. Futura is
available in four different seat heights and is safe for
users with a bodyweight of up to 150kg. It has one
of the largest ranges of accessories on the market.
With the Invacare Dolomite Futura the opportunities
for personal customisation are almost unlimited.

Invacare® Dolomite Maxi Plus is developed for groups
of users needing a high weight capacity and a generous
frame size. The new Invacare Dolomite Maxi Plus has
a reinforced frame with a maximum weight capacity of
200 kg and is ideal for bariatric users.

The Invacare® Dolomite Jazz is an innovative
lightweight rollator designed to offer excellent support
and stability, both during indoor and outdoor walks.
This new stylish rollator includes numerous smart
features making it the ideal walking companion for
users with a body weight of up to 150 kg. The latest
member of the Invacare® Dolomite family allows a
natural walking position inside the rollator thanks
to its ergonomic frame design. The internationally
heralded red dot design competition has honoured the
outstanding design of the Dolomite Jazz with the red
dot design award: product design 2013.
Invacare® Dolomite Jazz

Invacare Dolomite
®

Soprano

The big wheeler in tune
The Invacare® Dolomite Soprano is a light outdoor walker
with large wheels, providing excellent skills on rough
uneven ground. Easy to deal with as it can be folded and
stands in the folded position. Invacare Dolomite Soprano
has bariatric functions in a lightweight suit. It is designed
for users with a bodyweight of up to 160 kg.

Up t

160

o

kg

Maximum user weight capacity (kg)
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For more information about our products, please visit our website at www.invacare.eu.com or refer to our product catalogues.
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be correct at time of print.
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product specifications without prior
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